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If you went Trout Fishing In America, using Beatles for bait, you might catch some big Phish and

proclaim, "They Might Be Giants.", and you would surely rejoice for the tasty and imaginative cool of it all.

10 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Pop, KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music Details:

"Engagingly sublime, with sophisticated artistry and magnificent wit." - Mindy, age 3 "Way cool!" - Sir Lord

Alastair Huffington III, age 84 The Kid In The Mirror rocks with 10 tracks of cool tunes for kids, including

such instant classics as "The Dinosaur, the Dodo and the Unicorn", "Video Game", "There's a Monster in

My House" and "The Tiger and the Zebra". Five of the songs feature words written by renowned funny

poetry author Kenn Nesbitt. Inventive arrangements, snazzy sound effects, imaginative lyrics, the

engaging voice of Eric Herman and the punchy tightness and visual appeal of the Invisible Band all put

The Kid In The Mirror at the forefront of contemporary children's music. The real story about what

happened to the dinosaurs, dodo birds and unicorns... An all-consuming video game... An extremely fast

bicycle... A noisy, sleep-depriving monster... Ethereal dreams of flying... A hungry tiger and tasty zebra...

A dangerously crazy mountain road... Clapping, dancing and jumping along with the kid in the mirror...

Elephants that swing through trees... The sun in a bathing suit and the moon in pajamas... Yes, this

album has it all! :o) **Special deal!! Get ten Eric Herman "The Kid in the Mirror" CDs for just 1 penny if

you buy 12 copies at the regular price over the next three years!! (**Special deal only available in the

following states- South Virginia, East Dakota, West Carolina, Old Hampshire, New and Improved Jersey,

Alaskabama, Ohiowa, Cauliflowernia) And here's the blah blah blah part... Eric Herman has been a

regular music and theater performer/writer in the Western New York area for over 15 years (by the name

'Eric Endres'). He has released several recordings of original music, spanning a wide variety of styles,
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and has regularly been nominated for area music awards. In addition to performing theater roles including

Harold Hill and Alfie Dolittle, Eric has also written the book, lyrics and music for two full-length musical

comedies, the first of which, A Week In The Life, was produced at the Alleyway Theatre in Buffalo, NY

2003 to much success and acclaim. As a performer, Eric is known for being an accomplished and

versatile guitarist and vocalist who performs poignant and memorable songs with a humorous and

engaging stage manner that entertains audiences of all ages. Early in 2003, Eric began performing music

for children at schools, day cares and other events, and quickly gained a reputation for involving kids in

the performances and eliciting enthusiastic responses. Eric often performs with his backup group, The

Invisible Band, which includes some of the finest invisible musicians in the world, adding a creative and

fun element to the convention of backing tracks. Eric's first album of music for children, The Kid In The

Mirror, features ten memorable songs of tremendous wit, depth and musical craft, including five songs

with words by popular funny poetry writer Kenn Nesbitt. Above all catchy, humorous, fun and imaginative

in its variety of songs, The Kid In The Mirror also touches appropriately and creatively on important

subjects like personal safety, self-esteem and bravery in the face of life's challenges.
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